Kevin Goldfarb
(314) 698-8668 | kmgoldfarb@gmail.com | kevingoldfarb.com | github.com/kmgoldfarb

SUMMARY
A self-taught, quick to learn, and driven developer with substantive front-end and back-end
experience. Passionate about building solutions that are creative, functional, and interactive.
Transitioning from a communications background into a development role.
SKILLS AND PROFICIENCIES
Front-end: JavaScript, React, NextJS, CSS, HTML
Back-end: Node.js, Express, GraphQL
Database: MongoDB, Firebase Databases
Deployment: Git, Firebase, Heroku, Netlify, Linux
Design and Adobe Creative Cloud
PROJECTS
Everyday Notes
everydaynotes.net
React + Node + Express + MongoDB
A full stack project that allows users to chronicle their daily thoughts and upload images
attached to journal entries. Integrated Firebase Authentication, used Node and Express to build
the API, and deployed the server to a Linux machine.
Writing Portfolio
daniellagoldfarb.com
React + GraphQL + GraphCMS
A writing portfolio site for scholars and students that allows them to publish their own content
and biography using a headless CMS. Utilizes GraphQL queries to fetch appropriate content and
author information.
Know Your Democracy
knowyourdemocracy.com
React + Google Civic API + Google Places API
A website that allows residents of the United States to input their address and see who
represents them in government, as well as any upcoming elections near them. Learned how to
implement Google Autocomplete to allow for easy user entry of their address.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Communications Specialist
September 2018 - September 2021
Duke University | Durham, N.C.
Participated in re-design of website, and managed the website using Drupal. Collaborated with
colleagues on a variety of design and communications projects, and led them from inception to
delivery.
Designer & Photographer
May 2015 - July 2018
Fairfax Community Church | Fairfax, VA
Planned and managed the communications calendar, designed print and digital materials, and
worked as part of a team to build a cohesive brand. Oversaw the website using Wordpress.
EDUCATION
American University | Washington, D.C.
Bachelor of Arts, 2014
Film & Media Arts and Political Science

